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NEW QUESTION: 1
An organization (Account ID 123412341234) has attached the
below mentioned IAM policy to a user. What does this policy
statement entitle the user to perform?
A. The policy allows the IAM user to modify all IAM user's
credentials using the console, SDK, CLI or APIs
B. The policy allows the IAM user to modify all credentials
using only the console
C. The policy allows the user to modify all IAM user's
password, sign in certificates and access keys using only CLI,
SDK or APIs
D. The policy will give an invalid resource error
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
WS Identity and Access Management is a web service which allows
organizations to manage users and user permissions for various
AWS services. If the organization (Account ID 123412341234)
wants some of their users to manage credentials (access keys,

password, and sing in certificates. of all IAM users, they
should set an applicable policy to that user or group of users.
The below mentioned policy allows the IAM user to modify the
credentials of all IAM user's using only CLI, SDK or APIs. The
user cannot use the AWS console for this activity since he does
not have list permission for the IAM users.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two functions are performed by the ingress RBridge to
allow a frame to be transmitted across a Brocade VCS Fabric?
(Choose two.)
A. It prepends the frame with a TRILL header specifying the
nickname values of the ingress andegress RBridges unless the
frame is multi-destination.
B. It prepends the frame with a TRILL header specifying the
nickname values of the ingress andnext hop RBridges unless the
frame is multi-destination.
C. It prepends the frame with an Outer MAC header of the next
hop RBridge.
D. It prepends the frame with an Outer MAC header of the
destination RBridge.
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer: A
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